SOCRATIC FUNDRAISING “LEGACY EDITION”
HOW TO ASK FOR THE GIFT IN A WILL
The Socratic Fundraiser #12

Sure, asking for money is hard. But asking for an estate gift? Even experienced
fundraisers can get squeamish. As Anne Melvin puts it,
For many of us, asking for a bequest is akin to asking, “So when are you
going to die and what are you going to leave us when you do?”1
And yet, it’s critical. The right ask can be powerful. So, how can you do this?
What are the right words and phrases? To answer this, let’s start with theory.
Theory and death reminders
Why is this so… uncomfortable? Simple answer. Because it’s about death. Death
is an uncomfortable topic.2 More than that, the reality of our own death is a serious
psychological problem. #People use two “solutions” to the problem: 3
1. Ignore the problem. (This is called “avoidance.”)
2. Live on after death. (This called “symbolic immortality.”)
Avoidance
Avoidance actively ignores personal mortality. It runs away from death reminders.
It says, “This doesn’t apply to me.” It says, “I’ll deal with that later.” It’s why
most people don’t have wills.4 It’s why attendance at “planned giving” seminars is
so small.
Symbolic immortality
Living on after death isn’t just about a religious afterlife. It means some part of
one’s identity – one’s people, values, or story – will continue on after death. This
continuation is called “symbolic immortality.” Death reminders increase the desire
for this “symbolic immortality.” They increase interest in making a lasting impact.
But to be meaningful, the impact must support one’s people, values, or story.
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#Research experiments show this. For example, death reminders make people
more protective of their social group – and more resistant to outside groups.5
Group opinions and social “norms” become more powerful.6 People become more
interested in social prestige,7 fame,8 a positive life story,9 personal heroism,10 or
putting their name on something.11 Death reminders highlight the question, “What
will they say about me when I’m gone?”12
Phrasing = preface + ask
Academic theory is fine. But how do you actually do this? What do you say? The
legacy ask usually consists of two parts: a preface + an ask. The preface makes the
ask more comfortable. It provides motivation. It justifies the question or the gift.
The ask then triggers a response.
#The ask itself can be harder or softer. It can be simple and blunt. Or it can be
softened at little by including a phrase like “would you consider.” It can be
softened further by simply asking for “thoughts” on the topic. Or it can merely be
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implied by silence after introducing the topic. Examples from experienced
fundraisers include,
1. Simple – Would you? Have you?
• “Would you be willing to include our organization in your estate
plans?”13
• “Say, Bill, does your will provide something for the [organization]?” 14
• “Would you join me as a member of our Legacy Society by making a
planned gift?”15
• “Have you remembered XYZ in your will? 16
• “Can you tell me if we are included in your will plans?”
2. Soft – Would you consider?
• “Would you be willing to consider including us as one of the nonprofit
organizations in your will?”17
• “Would you consider… including us in your estate plans?”18
• “Will you consider putting this organization in your will?”19
• “Would you consider leaving a (specific amount or percentage) of your
estate to our organization?”20
• “Would you consider a pledge commitment that isn’t paid until you pass
or when you no longer need it?”21
• “Would you consider making a legacy gift?”22
• “Of the types of planned gifts that we’ve talked about, which one would
you consider?”23
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3. Softer – Thoughts?
• “What are your thoughts about making this kind of gift?”
• -#“Do you know that we have a legacy society that recognizes our
donors who have included our organization in their future plans?... Is
that something you and I should be talking about?”24
• -#“What would you say to someone who might be considering including
us in their last will & testament?”
4. Silence
This approach begins with a preface. The preface mentions a gift in a will.
This is followed by silence. Silence allows the other person to respond – or
not – based on their comfort level.
You can use an ask phrase that fits your comfort level. Or you can begin with the
softer approaches and gradually move to the more direct.
Research on word choice in the ask
Ask phrases are relatively simple. But words still matter. In one experiment, the
likelihood of agreeing to,
• “make a gift to charity in my last will & testament.”
dropped significantly when replacing “make a gift” with either,
• “leave a legacy gift” or
• “make a bequest gift”25
#In another experiment, people were twice as likely to want to read about,
• “gifts in wills,”
rather than
• “estate giving,”
• “legacy giving,” or
• “bequest gifts”26
The same was true for “will planning” compared with either,
• “estate planning,” or
24
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• “legacy planning”27
#Some people perceive words like “estate,” “legacy,” or even “bequest” as a bit
too grand.28 Those are for wealthy people – like on Downton Abbey. Those don’t
apply to “people like me.” But a “gift in a will” applies to everyone.
#If “gifts in wills” or “will planning” seems too narrow, don’t worry. People use
these terms to refer to all estate transfers including,
• living trusts
• life insurance
• IRA transfer-on-death
• bank account transfer-on-death
Oddly, people were more likely to expect this full range of topics from clicking on
• “gifts in wills,” or
• “will planning.”
than from with either,
• “estate giving,” or
• “estate planning”29
#A long list can also work if it starts with “gift in wills.” For example, the share of
people indicating they “might be” or “were definitely” interested in reading more
on a charity website was,
• 26% for “Gifts in wills”
• 25% for “Gifts in wills, trusts, or retirement accounts”
• 24% for “Gifts in wills, trusts, retirement accounts, or life insurance”30
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#For other planned giving instruments, simple words outperform technical ones.31
Finally, it’s important not to describe a gift with “death” language. People were
significantly more willing to,
• “Make a gift to charity in my last will & testament,” than to
• “Make a gift to charity in my last will & testament that will take effect at
my death.”32
The gift was the same. But the description was different. Death reminders can
trigger an “avoidance” response.
The preface
The preface comes before the ask. But it’s not mandatory. You can just make a
“naked” ask. In one experiment, two thousand people were completing their will
planning.33 Half weren’t specifically asked about charity. In this group, 4.9% left
a gift to charity. The other half were asked, “Would you like to leave any money
to charity in your will?” In this group, 10.8% included a gift to charity. Just
asking the question, by itself, worked. It doubled the share of wills including
charity.
#Asking works. But it’s often more comfortable or compelling to start with a
preface. Such prefaces include:
• The external issue preface [from avoidance]
• The identity preface [from symbolic immortality]
• The victory preface [from symbolic immortality]
External issue preface - examples
Many people tend to avoid estate planning. Why? Because it’s a death reminder.
So, it can help to have a non-death reason to start the conversation. You wouldn’t
normally bring it up. It’s just that some outside issue is pushing the conversation.
It can also help to have a non-death reason to sign the gift now. If you sign it now,
something important happens. Examples include,
1. Campaign deadline
31
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• [Legacy campaign] “We’re in a campaign to get 100 new legacy society
members before the end of the year, and we’re making great progress…
[ask]”
• [Combined campaign] “So far, we’re at 72% of our campaign goal for
current gifts and 68% of our goal for planned estate gifts. You’ve already
helped us in the first goal…[ask]”
• [Leadership campaign] “As part of our new planned giving push, we’ll be
announcing our board participation percentages at the fall banquet.
Signing your planned gift before then could really influence others to take
this step...[ask]”
2. Matching gift deadline
“If signed by May 1, planned gifts of up to $250,000 will be matched with a
10% cash donation in your name from The XYZ Foundation.”34
[For several charities, this approach has doubled or tripled planned gifts.35]
3. We’ve got a problem
• “We’ve run into a bit of an issue. The number of new people joining our
legacy society has fallen off in the last year. Do you mind if I ask you a few
questions about your thoughts on this topic?”36
• “We need your advice on some new legacy fundraising ads. Would you
mind sharing your thoughts on a few examples?”
• “We held a planned giving seminar, but people didn’t show up. We’re
trying to figure out why. So, we’re asking donors like you to share your
thoughts in a focus group…”
4. My job is to help you
• “I help donors plan gifts in their wills to the organization…”
• “Part of my job is to show donors how to make smarter estate gifts. For
example, any IRA money inherited by family members triggers income tax.
But naming [organization] avoids those taxes…”
34
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#These reasons are about external, non-death-related issues. They’re about
campaigns, matching gifts, influencing others, opinions on marketing, or tax
benefits. The motivation isn’t about death. This helps deflect the avoidance
response. It makes starting the conversation easier.
Identity preface – back to theory
#A compelling fundraising ask (or “challenge”) will include the steps of:
Original Identity → Challenge → Victory → Enhanced Identity
The resulting enhanced identity can be public (reputation) or private (personal
meaning). Or simply,
Challenge
↗
↘
Identity ← Victory
#Death reminders not only trigger avoidance. They also trigger pursuit of
symbolic immortality. They trigger a resistance to disappearing. This increases
attraction to ways in which one’s identity – rooted in one’s people, values, or story
– can live on.37 A gift in a will can help. It helps when it continues the donor’s
identity. It helps when it links to the donor’s people, values, or history.
#The core message in the identity preface is,
“People like you make gifts like this.”
[Original Identity → Challenge]
First, this means, “You are the kind of person who makes gifts like this.” Why?
Because of your history, behaviors, values, beliefs, or group membership. In other
words, because of your identity.
It also means, “Other people who are similar to you make gifts like this.” These
are people who share your history, behaviors, values, beliefs, or group
membership. In other words, they share your identity.
Identity preface - examples
What does this look like in the real world? Here are some examples.
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• “Many donors who give as regularly as you have put our organization in
their will; what are your thoughts about doing that?”38
• “Mrs. Jones, you are such a wonderful and loyal donor. Many of our most
loyal donors are including Kent State in their estate plans in order to make
an impact beyond their lifetime. Have you ever considered remembering
Kent State in your will?”39
• “I can’t say thank you enough for all your support for so many years. Would
you consider extending your amazing legacy by including us in your estate
plans?”40
• “Thank you so much for all your support for so many years – we truly
appreciate it. Donors like you who have supported us for so long often
include a gift in their estate plans. I’d love to say thank you for that as well
if you’ve done so. Have you included us? Have you considered it?”41
• “John, you’ve been a terrific supporter of Friends of Shakespeare. I want to
thank you for all you have done for us over the years. I’m curious: what are
your thoughts about becoming a member of the Fortinbras Society?’
[Response:] ‘What is the Fortinbras Society?’ This allows you to describe
other committed members of the society, mention some that he knows…”42
• “I’ve found the mission so compelling and the programs so meaningful that
a few years ago I made a planned gift because I wanted to make certain that
my support continued into the future. Other people I’ve met have wanted to
make sure that their support continues as well and have let us know that
they’ve made legacy gifts too. Could I take a few minutes before we’re
finished here and tell you, briefly, about our legacy giving program and how
we plan to use these gifts?”43
Identity preface research – people like you
Does this really work? Experimental results say, “Yes.” In the previous
experiment,
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• 4.9% left a gift to charity without being asked. [No challenge]
• 10.8% did so when asked “Would you like to leave any money to charity in
your will?” [Challenge] But also,
• 15.4% did so when the ask began with, “many of our customers like to leave
money to charity in their will…”44 [Identity → Challenge]
Also, in the third group the average gift size was twice as large. Thus, asking the
right question led to a 6-fold increase in giving.
#In another experiment, people read the story of another donor, Sara, who had
made a planned gift. The effect of this story on their interest in making the gift
depended on their response to one question,
“How much do you identify with Sara?
She is [a lot / somewhat / a little bit / not really / not at all] like me.”45
If the example was about someone “like me,” it was powerful. Otherwise, it
wasn’t.
Identity preface research – your life story
Another experiment showed the power of life story references.46 It tested 24
bequest gift descriptions among nearly 10,000 participants. The phrase generating
the highest intention to give was,
“Make a gift to charity in your will to support causes that have been
important in your life.”
The gift connected with the donor’s values and life story. #Similarly, the social
norm statement,
“Many people like to leave a gift to charity in their will.”
Became much more powerful when it was changed to,
44
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“Many people like to leave a gift to charity in their will because they care
about causes that are important in their lives.”
The social norm was no longer just about other people giving. It was about gifts
connecting with values and life story.
#The donor’s life story comes up in other types of research, too. This theme arises
in qualitative interviews with bequest donors.47 It even matches with
neuroimaging research. Charitable bequest decisions engage “visualized
autobiography” brain regions.48
Identity preface research – your people (family tribute)
A bequest gift in honor of a loved one links to the donor’s people. One experiment
used the following steps,49
1. Ask if there was a “friend or family member who would have appreciated
(or would appreciate) your support of [Cause Type] such as [Organization
Examples]”
2. Ask about that person’s connection to the cause.
3. Ask about a bequest gift “honoring a deceased [or living] friend or family
member”
These dramatically increased charitable bequest intentions. #Others suggests
asking,
“Some of the people with whom I meet are interested in hearing about ways
to honor and memorialize their loved ones. Would you like to hear more
about this option?”50
Introducing this idea can be simple. Suppose a response card asks,
“Have you included [organization] in your will or estate plan?”
Under “ Yes” simply add,
47
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“ in honor or memory of _________ (person) _________ (relationship)”
Whether or not the card is returned, it introduces the idea. In one experiment, just
mentioning this option increased interest in a bequest gift for one out four people.51
Victory preface – research
The final justification for a bequest gift is the most powerful. This is the “victory”
justification. A victory describes a visualizable, personally meaningful outcome.52
Such “victory” outcomes are powerful for any type of gift. But legacy giving
responds best to outcomes with permanence. Death reminds donors that they are
going to disappear. Legacy giving addresses this if it provides a way in which the
donor’s identity – their people, values, or story – can live on.
Drs. Claire Routley and Adrian Sargeant explain,
“The choice of charity to receive a bequest gift could, therefore, be a way of
extending one’s autobiography, and thus a sense of self, forward in time
beyond one’s physical death.”53
#The desire for permanence in such gifts shows up in experiments. In one, a
poverty relief charity was described as either,
1. “meeting the immediate needs of people,” or
2. “creating lasting improvements that would benefit people in the future,”
Normally, the first description generated more gifts. But for people reminded of
their mortality, the results reversed.54 Death reminders made the permanence
language more attractive.
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#Other experiments show similar results. In one, people with a preference were
three times more likely to want a permanent fund for bequest gifts than for current
gifts.55 In another, the most powerful motivation to make a second gift in memory
of a loved one was the chance to make the fund permanent.56
Victory preface – practice
The ultimate “victory” in legacy giving is symbolic immortality. The donor’s
identity – his people, values, or story – lives on after death. Once the fundraiser
understands this, she can construct legacy “products” or giving opportunities that
deliver this value.
Just using permanence language to describe the gift impact can help. But often,
this will take the form of a permanent structure. This might be a scholarship,
lectureship, or professorship. It might be an endowment funding a favorite part of
operations. It might simply endow lifetime giving. (If the charity is new or
unstable, an established community foundation might manage the fund.) The
request might start with,
• “Would you consider leaving a legacy of a $100,000 bequest to ensure that
the help you provide these families will continue in perpetuity?”57
• “You’ve been such a wonderful friend to [the charity] over the years. Many
people like you want to include a gift in their will. My job is to help them
plan that out, so their gift will make a lasting impact. Do you mind if I share
some options with you?”
Victory preface – the competition
Your charity has competition. This may include older, more established charities.
But mostly, it’s the private family foundation.
In philanthropy, the most powerful permanent expression of identity is the private
family foundation. It lives forever. It follows the donor’s values and rules forever.
It’s typically named for the donor or the donor’s family. For estates over $5
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million, 78% of charitable bequest dollars go to private family foundations.58
Let that sink in. Public charities get only 22% of charitable bequest dollars from
estates over $5 million. Charities are losing the battle. Many don’t know they’re
even in a battle to start with. Many aren’t even trying to compete.
Victory preface - barriers
Charities are losing to private family foundations. One reason is that few are even
trying to provide value to legacy donors. They aren’t offering any victory, much
less a permanent one. Such suggestions are strongly resisted.
“Deliver value to legacy donors? No, no, no. The donor’s job is to deliver
value to us! Besides, that just turns unrestricted money into restricted!”
#But here’s the reality. Large estate gifts come with instructions. This isn’t just
about private foundations. In the 1800s there were no private family foundations.
But donors could put instructions in their wills. In two studies of wills from the
1800s, 59 charitable bequests were restricted in,
• 14% of small cash gifts,
• 58% of real estate or large cash gifts, and
• 70% of gifts of a share of the entire estate.
It is the instructions – the story – that make large gifts compelling.
#Large gifts produce a specific, usually lasting, impact. That’s the motivation for
the size of the gift. And in estate giving, the dollars come almost entirely from
these extreme gifts. For example, most charitable decedents (60%) leave less than
10% of their estates to charity. These are the “normal” donors. They transfer only
3.8% of all charitable dollars.60 Charitable bequest dollars are dominated by
extreme gifts.
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#The identity preface works to get a bequest gift. The donor includes the charity
because of the donor’s people, values, and history. But it doesn’t give a reason for
making a gift of a specific size. It doesn’t motivate the large bequest gift over the
small one.
#Increasing the size of a planned bequest starts with victory. It starts by getting the
donor to think about a meaningful victory.
“Tell me, ‘What you would like to accomplish with your gift?’”
“Have you ever thought about how you would like your gift to be used?”61
If making a gift larger creates a specific lasting victory, then increasing the size
makes sense. Otherwise, it doesn’t. For real dollars, the charity must offer a real
victory. It must deliver real value. It must deliver symbolic immortality.
Conclusion
There isn’t just one magic phrase. There isn’t just one magic story. Instead, there
are unlimited expressions of the magic ideas. A compelling ask connects,
Original Identity→ Challenge→ Victory→ Enhanced Identity
A compelling estate ask considers both avoidance and symbolic immortality.
Incorporate these core principles into whatever phrases you like best. Choose what
makes you most comfortable. But you can do it. You can ask for the gift in a will!
Next up:
Socratic Fundraising in Bulk
Donor Surveys
Postscript: The 4S method - Stacking it all together
We’ve looked at the theory. We’ve look at the phrases. Hopefully, you’ve found
some that feel right for you. But what if you haven’t? What if you’re still nervous
about all this? Let me end with the easiest, softest, but still highly effective
method. It’s my favorite. Anyone can do it.
#I like to call it the 4S method. That’s 3 Stories then Shut up. At some point in a
conversation, it’s common to give the donor an update. Suppose, for example, an
alumnus asked, “What’s new at Texas Tech?” I might respond by mentioning a
new coach. Then, I might mention a new building. Then, I might say,
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Oh, and Jon Smith did a neat thing. Did you know Jon? He graduated two
years before you... No? Well, Jon spent his career helping other people get
their finances in order. And he recently signed a new will that one day will
endow a permanent scholarship for our financial planning students!
And then, I take a drink. Silence. Wait for a response. If the donor wants to pick
up this conversation, he can do so. If he doesn’t, I could choose to then move up
the list of asking phrases. But even if I don’t, just sharing this little story is
powerful.
#Notice the details here. It’s the third story. (I don’t “lead with death.”) It’s about
someone like the donor. (It shows that “people like you do things like this.”) The
gift reflects that person’s life story. (It’s an expression of identity.) The gift makes
a permanent impact. (The identity “lives on.”) The details match avoidance and
symbolic immortality.
This works. It’s not just a matter of speculation. I’ve tested many approaches to
increase interest in a charitable bequest. The most powerful was this. Share
examples of other living donors whose estate gifts reflect their life stories.62 This
brief story does this. It does this even if the conversation then moves in a different
direction.
Of course, the details of the story can change. The person need not have graduated
near the same time. They might be similar in some other way. Or you might
simply say, “You remind me of another donor; he…” It might be a story of
someone you know. It might be someone you only heard about. But as long as it
incorporates the underlying principles, the story can be powerful.
Asking for a bequest gift can be scary. But anyone can learn to share three stories
and then shut up!
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